Double-sided carrier mounted
on the exterior of pick-up

Bed wall carrier mounting system
provides a strong rack-to-vehicle
connection and preserves
storage space in
truck bed

Rubber padding from top to
bottom of vertical posts gives
superior protection to glass

Aircraft-grade Huck® fasteners provide
strong connections that won’t crack
like welds or loosen like screws or bolts

Optional over-the-cab carrier
for transporting ladders, moldings
and stock lengths of extrusion

Six T6-Adjust-A-Poles with five
vertically and horizontally
adjustable
black
neoprene
cleats
Dual pole
settings for
securing
glass of
varying
thickness

Strong 1/8 - inch 6061 T6
aluminum posts and slats

2-inch
wide
padding
runs full
length of
horizontal slats
Padded bolt-on
front stop

Usable
5-inch ledge
with rubber blocks

Heavy-duty, load bearing
under-body mounts
provide robust support

Premium: T6-Super-Pole

Standard: T6-Adjust-A-Pole

Supertruck System 2
Scissor-Style
Cleats

Rubber Triangle
Cleats

Cleats adjust
forward/backward and to any
position up or down the pole

Optional removable
wheel skirt provides quick,
hassle-free access for tire
changes and maintenance
of rear wheels

Cleats adjust
forward/backward and
to any position up or down the pole

Both model poles feature strong aluminum shafts and bolt-on
steel top and bottom sections for easy service in the field

Call 1-800-254-3643

Visit: www.myglasstruck.com

We’re Here to Save Your Glass!

“Our name is our website”

Specifications subject to change.

Single-sided carrier mounted
on the exterior of either side
of pick-up truck

2-inch wide padding runs
full length of horizontal slats

Rubber padding from
top to bottom of vertical
posts provides superior
protection to glass

Bed wall
carrier
mounting
system
provides a
strong rack-to-vehicle
connection and preserves
storage space in truck bed

Strong 1/8 - inch
6061 T6
aluminum
posts and
slats

Splash panel
protects glass
from water
and highway
debris - optional
removable wheel
skirt available

Padded
bolt-on
front stop
Usable 5-inch ledge
with rubber blocks
Dual pole settings for
securing glass of
varying thickness

Three
T6-Adjust-A-Poles
with five vertically and
horizontally adjustable
black neoprene cleats

Aircraft-grade Huck®
fasteners provide strong
connections that won’t
crack like welds or loosen
like screws or bolts

Heavy-duty,
load bearing under-body mounts
provide robust support

Single-sided carriers mounted inside the pick-up’s bed

Both models include many of the top-quality features
found in MGT’s exterior mounted glass carriers

Three
T6-Adjust-A-Poles
included with
both models

Single-sided carrier mounted to
the pick-up’s bed wall and bed available for driver, passenger
or both sides of truck bed

Heavy-duty four
point rack-to-rack
mounting system
secures carrier to
exterior rack

Single-sided carrier mounted to an exterior carrier
and the pick-up’s bed - available for driver,
passenger or both sides of truck bed
• Online Parts Store

• Pick-Up and Delivery Available

Call 1-800-254-3643

• Carrier Repair and Service

• General Fabrication Work

Visit: www.myglasstruck.com

Specifications subject to change.

CNC Plasma Cutter, Shearing & Bending

MyGlassTruck.com, 200 Acorn Road, Glassboro, NJ 08028

By Demountable Concepts, Inc.

